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Abstract

Today the cloud plays a central role in storing, processing, and distributing data. Despite contributing to the rapid development of various applications, including the IoT, the current centralized storage architecture has led into a myriad of isolated data silos and is preventing the full potential of holistic data-driven analytics for IoT data. In this abstract, we advocate a data-centric design for IoT with focus on resilience, sharing, and auditable protection of information. We introduce the initial design of our blockchain-based end-to-end encrypted data storage system. We enable a secure and persistent data management, by utilizing the blockchain as an auditable access control layer to a decentralized storage layer.

1 Motivation

Internet of Things. With the emergence of networked embedded devices dubbed as the IoT, we witness an ever increasing number of innovative applications in various domains, such as healthcare, fitness, and automation. The current ecosystem of IoT consists typically of low-power devices equipped with the necessary sensors collecting high-resolution data of their environments. The data is then stored in a third-party cloud storage provider for further processing [5]. In other words, each application service introduces its set of devices and processes the collected data to provide a promised service.

This current approach has resulted into monolithic and isolated data silos, where users have no control over their data. The users have no other option than to trust the cloud and rely on its promises of availability, resilience, and security. The collected data is also valuable beyond one specific application and should be made easily accessible to other services. E.g., one area which could gain from longitudinal health and fitness data is personalized health care. More importantly, in the current model the fate of our data is tied with the lifespan of the service.

Approach. These limitations necessitate a rethinking of the way we currently handle IoT data in its entirety. Instead of storing data centrally in data centers, which are located at the edge of the Internet backbone, we need a data-centric approach which abstracts away the location of data [2]. We advocate a reliable storage and distribution of data streams while empowering the data owner with fine-granular access control. This would facilitate the emergence of a new class of data-driven applications and ensure data ownership. At the same time, our approach must accommodate for a scalable system capable of handling high access throughputs. We envision a separation of data and services, such that services can transparently tap any data source. Inspired by recent blockchain-based technologies [1, 8], we combine a blockchain and an off-chain distributed storage to construct a secure and auditable IoT data management system. An IoT data stream has an append-only nature, where only the data producer has write permissions. On the other hand, several readers (i.e., services) can have simultaneous read rights to the same data stream or one reader can retrieve data from several streams simultaneously. Readers can perform random access on streams.
2 Initial System Design

As illustrated in Figure 1, our system separates access control from the data plane. The former is realized with a public blockchain and the latter with a distributed data storage. The peers of our distributed cloud have financial incentives (similar to Storj [7] or FileCoin [6]) to provide persistent storage. Peers can be either individual users utilizing the excess of their available storage space or commercial cloud storage providers. Data is encrypted end-to-end at the client-side. Hence, the peers have no insights about the hosted data at their side.

Blockchain. We employ a publicly verifiable ledger (blockchain) to create an accountable distributed system and bootstrap trust in an untrusted network, without a central point of trust. Blockchain-based technologies [3] incentivize a network of peers to make computations towards consensus in the network. The consensus agrees on the next valid block of the blockchain. Each block contains validated transactions which remain publicly auditable. In our system, transactions consist of per data stream ownership and access permissions.

Data Plane. The IoT data is a stream where data records are generated continuously. This renders the current distributed storage approaches [6, 7] which primarily target archiving of data not suitable for IoT data. Hence, instead of storing data records, we store data chunks which compose several consecutive data records. To this end, we abstract a data stream into data chunks. Although chunking of data prevents random access at the record level, it has a positive impact on the performance of data retrieval in time-series most queries require data that is co-located in time (e.g., all records of one day) [4].

IoT data is highly compressible. The compressed data chunks reduce bandwidth and storage requirements. Before a chunk leaves the origin, it is encrypted with an efficient symmetric cipher. The key is shared with services which are granted read access rights.

We rely on a Distributed Hash Table (DHT) to create an accountable distributed system and bootstrap trust in an untrusted network, without a central point of trust. Blockchain-based technologies [3] incentivize a network of peers to make computations towards consensus in the network. The consensus agrees on the next valid block of the blockchain. Each block contains validated transactions which remain publicly auditable. In our system, transactions consist of per data stream ownership and access permissions.

Access Control. We use the blockchain to store access permissions securely. A signed transaction in our case contains the data owner, data readers, the corresponding data stream, and some additional metadata. Access rights are granted per data stream and are limited in time, as expressed in the number of chunks. The data owner can extend or revoke the sharing of a data stream. Moreover, keys are renewed periodically.

For any request to retrieve data, the responsible DHT node first checks the blockchain for access rights. A malicious DHT node could hand out data without permission. However, the impact of this action is limited since (i) data is encrypted, (ii) each node holds a small random fraction of a data stream due to the nature of DHTs, and (iii) access right violation is detectable.

Search. In our off-chain DHT, we store key-value pairs. In our case, the value is the current data chunk in a data stream, whereas the key (i.e., a 256-bit identifier) is the cryptographic hash of the tuple: <stream-ID, device-ID, user-ID, #counter>. The IDs are unique bit strings (i.e., hash digests). The key is used for a lookup in the DHT.

One challenge of such decentralized systems is an efficient search. To address this challenge, we consider building local indices [4] and share these with services. This abstraction allows an authorized party to be able to determine which chunks to retrieve locally.

3 Work Under Progress

Realizing such a system requires addressing research challenges at several fronts. We are currently in the process of finalizing our design and implementing a complete prototype of our system and building several IoT applications on top of it. We tackle (i) privacy and security by integrating integrity protection, authentication, and encryption in the design, (ii) scalability by the distributed nature of the underlying blockchain and peer-to-peer storage network, (iii) fine-grained access control by separating data plane and access control, and (iv) durability by giving control over the fate of data to the users.
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